
 

 

Carlston Wood and the Wood Street Band - Bio 
 
Decades ago two teenage brothers, Carlston (Carl) and Cameron (Cam) Wood, growing up on 
Wood Street in Bridgewater, MA, began playing music together.  Over those formative years 
and the years to come, they became a musical force.  
 
 At the turn of the millennium the brothers were joined by two other musicians, Tony Constas 
(guitar/vocals) and Dale Ellenberg (drums), both living in Bridgewater at the time; and a band 
was formed, The Wood Bros. Band.  From the very beginning a special chemistry was felt 
amongst the band members and their audience.  Carl, having transformed into “Chops Wood” 
was writing music and led the band as front man displaying his charismatic style, energy and 
showmanship, not to mention his virtuosity on guitar and vocals.  Meanwhile, “Cam the Jam” 
remained the rhythmic backbone on bass.   
 
The band exploded onto the scene with many musical styles and genres - Chicago and Delta 
blues, jump, rock and rockabilly.  Their original music began to be aired on the radio, WATD, 
95.1 FM and WSMU, 91.1 FM.  Their success culminated in 2006 when they competed in the 
19th annual Boston Blues Challenge as semi-finalists.  After a very busy schedule of 
performances the band decided to take a little time off.   
 
My, how time flies - a decade later the band has reunited!  So as not to be confused with a 
national act of similar name, the band has been renamed, Carlston Wood and the Wood Street 
Band.  The band  has immediately clicked into high gear performing the old tunes as if they 
never stopped.  And even more exciting is the new music that is being generated now.  The 
creative juices of the band are infusing the tunes Carlston has been writing since the 80’s and 
will be performed now for the very first time.  The energy of band has been renewed and it is 
palpable!  
 
 
 


